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1. INTRODUCTION
A rank one group X is a group generated by two different nilpotent
subgroups A and B satisfying
For each 1 = a ∈ A there exists a b ∈ B
satisfying Ab = Ba (and vice versa)
∗
(The conjugates of A in X are called unipotent subgroups of X.) It is
shown in [Ti1, I(1.3)] that this notion is equivalent to the notion of a group
with a split BN-pair of rank one and also roughly equivalent to the concept
of a Moufang set introduced by Tits in [Tits]. The importance of rank one
groups comes from the fact that they are the principal building blocks of
the theory of Lie-type groups over arbitrary ﬁelds (or even division rings).
Namely it has been shown in [Ti2, (2.12)] (see also [Ti1, I(4.12)]) that
if r and −r are opposite roots of the root system of such a group with
corresponding root subgroups Ar and A−r , then Xr = Ar	A−r	 is a rank
one group.
Now the list of examples of rank one groups in [Ti1, Section 1] is
quite large. (For example, it includes all classical groups of Witt-index one
deﬁned over some division ring.) Hence, of particular importance is the
connection between arbitrary rank one groups and so called special rank
one groups, where X = A	B	 is special if A and B are abelian and
ab = b−a where a ∈ A	b ∈ B with Ab = Ba ∗∗
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Such special rank one groups come naturally into the theory of Lie-
type groups, since there exists a descent from arbitrary rank one groups
to special rank one groups, i.e., conditions under which for a subgroup
1 = A0 ≤ ZA which is NXA-invariant, it follows that X0 = A0	 B0	,
B0 = Ax0 for some x ∈ X withAx = B, is a special rank one group (see [Ti2,
(2.9); Ti1, I(2.2), (2.4)]). Moreover it can be shown that these conditions
can be veriﬁed in all Lie-type groups except 2F4. (See [Ti2, (2.13)] or [Ti1,
II(5.19)].)
Now the list of special rank one groups known to me is still quite large.
It includes:
(1) Groups called SL2L, with L an additive subgroup of a division
ring K satisfying
(a) 1 ∈ L and L is closed under inversion.
(b) tct ∈ L for all t	 c ∈ L ([Ti1, I(1.5),(1.6); Ti3, (2.2)]).
(2) V	 q, where V is a vector space over some ﬁeld k and
q V → k is a nondegenerate quadratic form of Witt-index one [Ti1,
I(2.6)(3)]. The group SL2K of [Ti4], K being a Cayley-division-algebra,
is a special case of this example.
(3) Certain groups deﬁned over quadratic Jordan-division-algebras.
These are subgroups of the automorphism group of a Moufang-hexagon
generated by two opposite short root-subgroups.
Hence, it would be desirable to construct inside any special rank one
group subgroups isomorphic to PSL2k, k being a commutative ﬁeld.
Some results in this direction are the main theorems of [Ti5], which can be
summarized to
Let X = A	B	 be a special rank one group. Then the following hold:
(1) Either A is an elementary abelian p-group for some prime p or
A is torsion free and divisible.
(2) If 1 = a ∈ A and b ∈ B satisfying ∗, then there exist subgroups
Aa ≤ A and Bb ≤ B such that Xa = Aa	 Bb	 is an image of
the universal perfect central extension of PSL2k, where either k = p or
k = . Further Aa and Ba are full unipotent subgroups of Xa.
A consequence of this theorem is that A is a vectorspace over k with
Aa  a ∈ A# being the set of all 1-subspaces of A. (This follows from
the construction of Aa. Namely if k =  then Aa = am/n  m	n ∈ 
and m = 0 = n ∪ 1.
Unfortunately, the ﬁeld k is not big enough; i.e., if X is an algebraic
group, k is in general not the ﬁeld of deﬁnition of X. Hence, it would be
desirable to construct SL2Ls, L being a bigger ﬁeld as subgroups of X.
In this note we will prove a result in this direction.
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For the rest of the paper we will ﬁx the following notation: X = A	B	 is
a special rank one group. For a ∈ A# and b ∈ B#	 let ba (resp. ab) be
the element of B# (resp.A#) satisfying Ba = Aba (resp.Ab = Bab. Then
by [Ti1, I(1.2)] the elements ba (resp. ab) are uniquely determined.
Moreover, setting na = a−1baa−1 we have by [Ti1, I(2.2), (2.7)] the
following equations:
(1.1)
(a) The map χ a → ba and b → ab is a bijection of A# onto
B#, B# onto A#, satisfying χ2 = id.
(b) ba−1 = ba−1 (and ab−1 = ab−1 for each a ∈ A#.
(c) Ana = B	Bna = A	ana = ba−1	 and bana = a−1
(c) implies that ana
2 = a	 bana2 = ba. (In [Ti1, I(2.7)] we deﬁned
na = aba−1a. But to obtain a Steinberg-presentation for the universal
perfect central extension of SL2L as in [St, Section 6] without change of
notation, the notation chosen here is more suitable.)
For a subgroup A0 of A let HA0 = na1na2  a1	 a2 ∈ A#0 	. Then,
by (1.1), HA0 normalizes A and B. With this notation we have:
(1.2) Proposition. Let A0 be a subgroup of A. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) A0 is HA0-invariant.
(2) There exists a B0 ≤ B such that X0 = A0	 B0	 is a special rank
one group with unipotent subgroups A0 and B0.
(1.3) Theorem. Let A0 be an HA0 invariant subgroup of A and sup-
pose that the following hold:
(1) HA0 is abelian.
(2) HA0 acts transitively on the 1-dimensional k-subspaces of A0,
where k = p or k = .
Then X0 = A0	 B0	 is an image of the universal perfect central extension
of SL2L, where L = HomHAOA0	A0 is a commutative ﬁeld. Moreover,
A0 and B0 are full unipotent subgroups of X0.
By (1.2) and the main theorem of [Ti5], A0 is a k-vectorspace, so that
condition (2) is sensible. But on the other hand, it would be desirable to
weaken condition (2) to a condition like HA0	 acts irreducibly on A0.
Since, for example, the above condition is not satisﬁed in SL29. Unfor-
tunately, I am not yet able to obtain the Steinberg presentation for the
universal central extension of SL2L under such a weaker condition. (I do
not even know if the theorem remains correct.) Condition (1) is natural if
one is aiming for SL2L, L being a commutative ﬁeld.
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM AND THE PROPOSITION
(2.1) Proof of the Proposition. Suppose ﬁrst that for the given subgroup
A0 ≤ A there exists a subgroup B0 ≤ B such that X0 = A0	 B0	 is a rank
one group. Then for a ∈ A#0 there exists a b ∈ B0 with Ab0 = Ba0 . Hence
Ab = Ba, since clearly A and B are trivial intersection subgroups of X
(see[Ti1, I(1.4)]). But then by the uniqueness of ba we obtain b = ba,
whence ba ∈ B0 for each a ∈ A#0 . This implies that Ana0 = B0, Bna0 =
A0, since X0 is a special rank one group. (As b = ba we have ab = b−a
for each a ∈ A#0 . Hence the deﬁnition of a special rank one group is sat-
isﬁed for X0!) This shows that A0 is HA0 = na1na2  a1	 a2 ∈ A#0 	-
invariant.
Now suppose that A0 is HA0-invariant. Fix a ∈ A#0 and set w =
na	 B0 = Aw0 . Then B0 = Ana0 for each a ∈ A#0 , since na ∈ HAow.
But by the above we have
ba¯−1 = a¯na¯ ∈ Ana¯0 = B0	
so that ba¯ ∈ B#0 for each a¯ ∈ A#0 . Moreover the equation Aba¯0 = Ba¯0 is
equivalent to Ana¯0 = B0.
Thus, to show that X0 is a special rank one group it sufﬁces to show that
for b ∈ B#0 we have ab = χb ∈ A#0 since then, as b = χ2b = χab,
Ab0 = Bab0 . For this let B1 = χa  a ∈ A#0 . Then it sufﬁces to show that
B1 = B#0 since χ2 = id. Assume that b ∈ B#0 − B1. Then b = a¯ω for some
a¯ ∈ A#0 . But a¯na¯ = ba¯−1 = ba¯−1 ∈ B1. Hence
ba¯−1na¯−1w = a¯w = b ∈ B1 ∗
Moreover, since by deﬁnition na−1 = na−1, we have h = na−1w ∈
HA0. But for each a ∈ A#0 we have
ahbah = abah = ba−ah = bah−ah
so that bah = bah by the uniqueness of bah. Hence χah = χah for
each a ∈ A#0 , whence h normalizes B1, a contradiction to ∗. This shows
that B1 = B#0 , proving the Proposition.
(2.2) Proof of the Theorem. We verify the Steinberg relations for the
universal perfect central extension of SL2L, L > 4	 and L = 9. Namely
let L be a ﬁeld and let X be a group generated by symbols
at	 bt	 t ∈ L
subject to the relations:
(A) ataτ = at + τ	 btbτ = bt + τ	 t	 τ ∈ L, and
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(B) aunt = b−t−2u u ∈ L	 t ∈ L∗ where nt = a−t×
bt−1a−t
Then by Theorem 10 of [St] X is isomorphic to the universal perfect
central extension of SL2L Further by [Ti1, I(5.1)] this group is also a
special rank one group. Now these relations are equivalent to A + B′,
where B′ is:
aubt−1 = b−t−2uatu ∈ L	 t ∈ L∗ B′
We now start to coordinate A0 and B0 by some ﬁeld L and show that the
relations A + B hold. By the proposition we may assume that A = A0,
B = B0	X = X0	 and
H0 = HA0 = na1na2  ai ∈ A#	
Further we may without loss assume that C = CH0A = 1. Namely C ≤
CH0B and thus C ≤ ZX. Now if the relations (A) and (B) hold in X/C
(i.e., for images of elements of A and B in X/C), then they must also hold
in X, since A (and B) is by [Ti1, I(2.13)(2)] strongly closed in each proper
subgroup of X containing A (resp. B).
Let k be the prime ﬁeld. Then by the hypothesis of (1.3) A is an irre-
ducible kH0-module. Hence by Schur’s lemma L = HomkH0A	A is a
division ring. Since H0 is abelian, H0 ≤ ZL∗. As H0 is irreducible on A,
this implies that A is a one-dimensional L-vectorspace and L is generated
by H0 (as a ﬁeld). Hence L is commutative. Since, of course, L∗ acts ﬁxed
point freely on A#, we obtain by hypothesis (2) and the Frattini argument:
(2.3) L is a (commutative) ﬁeld and L∗ = k∗ ·H0.
Now let A = ac  c ∈ L with acad = ac + d c	 d ∈ L. Let
w = a−1ba1a−1 and set
bc = a−cw	 c ∈ L
Then we also have bcbd = bc + d and by (1.1) ba1 = a−1w =
b1. Let
A1 = ac  c ∈ k	 B1 = bc  c ∈ k and X1 = A1	 B1	
Then by Theorem I(5.6) of [Ti1], resp. Theorem 2 of [Ti5], X1 is a factor







= bac for c ∈ k∗
Since a1w2 = a1, Hypothesis (2) of (1.3) implies that w2 ∈ CH0A = 1.
Similarly we have for each nc = nac	 c ∈ L∗, that nc2 = 1. This
implies that w inverts all elements of H0 of the form wnc. Since we have
ndnc = wnd−1wnc for c	 d ∈ L∗
as nd2 = 1, this shows that w inverts H0, since H0 is abelian.
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Let now d ∈ L∗ be arbitrary. Then by (2.3) and Hypothesis (2) there
exists a c ∈ k∗ and h ∈ H0 such that ad = ach. By (2.3) this implies that
h acts on aλ	 λ ∈ L by multiplication with c−1d; i.e., aλh = aλc−1d,
whence h−1 acts by multiplication with d−1c. From this we obtain
bad = bach = bach = bc−1h = a−c−1wh
= a−c−1h−1w = a−d−1w = bd−1
Collecting these results we obtain:
(2.4) For d ∈ L∗ we have nd2 = 1, nd inverts H0	 and bad =
bd−1.
(nd inverts H0 as nd ∈ H0n1!)
Now for d ∈ L∗ arbitrary let A2 = acd  c ∈ k, B2 = bcd−1  c ∈ k	
and X2 = A2	 B2	. Then by Theorem 2 of [Ti5] again, X2 is an image of
the universal perfect central extension of SL2k. In particular by the proof
of that theorem relations B′ hold in X2; that is, we have
acdbad = acdbd−1 = b−cd−1ad	 c ∈ k∗
Hence
acdnd = acdbd−1a−d = b−cd−1	 c ∈ k∗
Let now u	 t ∈ L∗. Then by Hypothesis (2) of (1.3) there exist c ∈ k∗ and
h ∈ H0 with au = acth. Hence
aunt = acthnt = actnth−1 = b−ct−1h−1
by the above. Now h acts on A by multiplication with uct−1. Hence we
obtain
aunt = b−ct−1h−1 = act−1wh−1 = act−1hw
= at−2uw = b−t−2u
This shows that the relations (B) hold for all u ∈ L	 t ∈ L∗	 proving the
theorem.
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